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About me
Just a quick introduction.

Balaji S. Srinivasan (@balajis) 
CEO of 21.co, Partner at Andreessen Horowitz. PhD EE, Stanford. Co-
founder/CTO of Counsyl (Thiel/FF), Stanford MOOC (200k students)

http://21.co


What is this Internet thing anyway? 
Step back with me to 1994.



What is "Internet"?
This is how things played out two decades ago.



What is "Internet"?
This is how things played out two decades ago.



What is "Bitcoin"? 
That's what we'll talk about today.



Agenda 
1) Syllabus and Overview 

2) The State of Bitcoin Q4 2015



CS251P Syllabus
Complementary to CS251. Emphasizes industry context, practice, programming, and hardware.

Week Syllabus

9/21/2015 -

9/28/2015 Lab 0: Overview Lecture (State of Bitcoin in 2015)

10/5/2015 Lab 1: Set up your Bitcoin Development Environment

10/12/2015 Lab 2: Introducing hashes, signatures, hashcash, and bitcoind

10/19/2015 Lab 3: Download and parse the Blockchain. Build merkle trees.

10/26/2015 Lab 4: Create, sign, and send Bitcoin transactions. Basics of Bitcoin script.

11/2/2015 Lab 5: Visualize the Bitcoin Peer-to-Peer Network with Wireshark

11/9/2015 Lab 6: Write a CPU miner and use a mining chip

11/16/2015 Lab 7: Understand ECDSA and Bitcoin wallets. 

11/23/2015 Thanksgiving

11/30/2015 Lab 8: Send and receive a Bitcoin micropayment

- Lab 9: Advanced Topics (Lightning, Contracts, Stealth Addresses, Smart Property, Sidechains)



The State of Bitcoin in 2015
Five key facts about Bitcoin that give some perspective, and discussion.

BITCOIN IS A PROTOCOL 
 Payments are now packets

BITCOIN IS HERE TO STAY 
 Extraordinary institutional/sovereign support

BITCOIN HAS A NETWORK EFFECT 
 Four sides: Miners, Devs, Merchants, Users

BITCOIN IS OPEN SOURCE 
Extensible, programmable, rapidly improving

BITCOIN IS BIGGER THAN GOOGLE 
Mining now world's largest supercomputer

Q&A 
What would you like to learn about Bitcoin?

>

Miners Developers Merchants Users

?≅



Bitcoin is a Protocol 
Payments are now packets



In what sense is Bitcoin a protocol?
To understand the progression of ideas, begin with physical cash.

PHYSICAL CASH

A hands B physical cash.  

Implicit property: A no longer has the 
bill, and B knows A has transferred it.
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Many tried to create a "digital cash"
But naively transplanting cash to the digital world doesn't work.

NAIVE DIGITAL CASH

A emails B the serial numbers on a bill.  

But A still has those serial numbers — 
and temptation to “double spend”.
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A B



Banks solve this in a centralized way
Each transaction is recorded in a central database, with update 
permitted only by a short list of trusted financial intermediaries.

CENTRALIZED DIGITAL CASH

A sends B money. 

C, a centralized bank,  
records debit/credit.
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A B

C



Bitcoin solves in a decentralized way
Each transaction is pushed out to a distributed database (the 
Blockchain), updated by a decentralized network of miners.

DECENTRALIZED DIGITAL CASH

A sends B money.  

A global network of “miners”  
now records the debit/credit. 
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A B



Double spending 
prevented by the 

blockchain, a 
distributed ledger of 

all transactions

Transactions are 
aggregated into 

blocks and chained 
together to form the  

blockchain

+

The majority decision 
is represented by 
the longest chain, 

which has the 
greatest computation 

invested in it

The system remains 
secure if the majority 

of computational  
power remains 

controlled by honest 
participants

How does Bitcoin solve the decentralization problem?
Key idea: Byzantine Generals. Permits update of distributed blockchain database in adversarial environment.



In other words: Bitcoin is a protocol
A transaction is literally a series of bytes broadcast over the 
internet to a P2P network of miners, with ack after mining.



In other words: Bitcoin is a protocol
Literally a protocol. Looks totally different from current payment rails. 
Uses crypto, combines transaction authentication with seignorage.



BEFORE

Deal with telco to deploy 
code related to information 
on the network backbone

This is why we compare Bitcoin to the Internet
The internet disintermediated telcos, replacing with programmable packet-based communication.

AFTER

Anyone can programmatically 
send packets to anyone  

(or many anyones) via internet



AFTER

Anyone can programmatically 
send value to anyone  

(or many anyones) via Bitcoin

BEFORE

Deal with bank to deploy 
code related to value  
in the banking system

Bitcoin disintermediates banks
Similarly, Bitcoin disintermediates Fedwire/ACH/SWIFT, replacing with programmable packet-based money.



joe@gmail.com
Anyone can send you email if they know 
your public email address.

************
But only you can send email from that 
account with your private email password.

Just like there is no ‘email.com’ that owns email, there is  
no ‘bitcoin.com’ that owns Bitcoin; the code is open-source.

15qSxP1SQcUX3o4nhkfdbgyoWEFMomJ4rZ
Anyone can send you Bitcoin if they know 
your public Bitcoin address.

*****************************
But only you can send Bitcoin from that 
address with your private Bitcoin key.

To the end user, Bitcoin is like email
Like email, others can send to your public Bitcoin/email address - but only you can send out w/ your private key.



Bitcoin is here to stay 
Institutional acceptance now beyond tipping point



Bitcoin Timeline
Over the last 24 months, incredible mindshare growth in both government and institutional finance.

Ben Bernanke 
May hold “long-
term promise”

Janet Yellen 
No authority for 
Fed to regulate

Larry Summers 
Critics “on wrong 
side of history”

California 
AB129: Bitcoin is 

legal money

BitBeat 
Daily coverage of 

Bitcoin news

NASDAQ 
Endorses Bitcoin 

ETF

Bloomberg 
 BTC price on 

terminals

Wall Street 
Reports from GS, 

MS, BofA, Citi

Government

Finance



Bitcoin Timeline
…and not just in government/financial sector, but tech & market mindshare as well.

Developers 
4000+ GitHub 

repos

Wallets 
8M+ wallets (BC 

+ CB + Circle + …)

Google 
Integration 
July 2014

Startups 
500+ Bitcoin 

startups

PayPal 
Integration 

September 2014

Merchants 
5000+, including 

Dell & Expedia

Pop Media 
Newsweek cover 

story

VC Investing 
2014: $300M 
2015: $1B+?

Tech

Market



Federal Reserve
Past, present, and alternative Federal Reserve chairs on Bitcoin.



US Federal Government
After Senate hearings in late 2013, IRS ruling, FINCEN, and large 
FBI sale have now effectively legalized Bitcoin at federal level.



US State Governments
New York, California, and Texas are all now legalizing or have 
signaled significant positive sentiment. More states are following.



UK, Japan, Israel Governments
Extremely positive attitude from many foreign governments, even 
more so than the US.



International Governments
Surprisingly few govts have restricted it worldwide; even China/Russia in practice are slowing vs banning.



Institutional Finance
WSJ, Bloomberg, NASDAQ embracing Bitcoin. GS: "All About Bitcoin"



Institutional Finance and Govt
NYSE, USAA, BBVA investing in Coinbase. Summers joining 21 SAB.



"What's your Bitcoin Strategy?"
Major organizations in different sectors are now executing on their Bitcoin strategy.

MERCHANTS 
Accepting Bitcoin for goods

PAYMENTS 
Paypal, Stripe using Bitcoin

VENTURE CAPITAL 
Investing >$300M

GOVERNMENTS 
Very positive in many countries

NEWSMEDIA 
Regular Bitcoin coverage

BITCOIN STRATEGY 
What fits your org?

INVESTMENT BANKING 
Coverage & CIO attention

GAMING 
In-game pts, Twitch Turbo

?



Bitcoin is bigger than Google 
Mining consumes more power than Google in 2011. 
All of Google today would represent <1% of mining.



Bitcoin mining up >100X, now S-curve
The degree of mining buildout over the last two years has not fully 
been appreciated in the popular press.



Google CPUs: <1% of Bitcoin hashrate
CPUs/GPUs are now 1,000-10,000X less efficient than ASICs. Thus 
even 10 million Google servers are less than 1% of global hashrate! >

Google
• 10e6 servers x  

1-10 MH/s per CPU x  
10 CPUs/server 

• = 1e7 servers x  
1e7 (H/s) per CPU x  
1e1 CPUs per server 

• = 1e15 H/s 

vs 

Bitcoin
• 430e15 H/s (global)



Google 2011: less power than Bitcoin
The Bitcoin network now consumes at least 300MW of power 
(assuming 1 MW/PH/s) - more than all of Google did in 2011.

Global hashrate ~430 PH/s

Mining ASIC 
power usage

1 W / GH/s 
= 1 MW / PH/s

Total mining 
power usage

>300MW

Google 2011 
(est.)

220MW

>



Bitcoin is open source 
A programmable and customizable OS for money



Bitcoin is to Paypal as Linux is to Windows
It is open-source, decentralized, programmable, and extensible.

EVERY ENTITY 
Banking for anything

MUCH MORE 
Multisig, Blockchain, Contracts!

EVERY AMOUNT 
From micro to macro

EVERY COUNTRY 
Available worldwide

EXTENSIBLE 
Modify code, add features

UNFREEZABLE 
Full personal control

EVERY DEVICE 
Connected? Send/receive.

FREE & OPEN SOURCE 
Forkable on Github

Landline IP address

Bank acct BTC wallet

Sending 
550,000 BTC

Sending 
.000000001 BTC



Examples of Forking & Modification
Bitcoin is an open-source commons that people can fork & rapidly improve without paying anything.



Bitcoin has a network effect 
Four-sides: Miners, Devs, Merchants, Users



Bitcoin has a four-sided network effect
Four groups: miners, developers, users, and merchants.

Miners 
Verify transactions, 

receive BTC.

Merchants 
Accept Bitcoin for goods.

Devs 
Write Bitcoin apps.

Users 
Use Bitcoin for goods & apps.

The 4-Sided Network Effect 
Every node increases value for other nodes.

Miners Devs

Merchants Users

Bitcoin 
price

Bitcoin 
demand

Better Bitcoin infrastructure

More BTC 
buyersMore BTC 

utility

More BTC 
utilityMore mining 

incentive

More purchases

More  
apps



Users: Adoption Metrics
From a year-on-year perspective, even given price volatility, 
adoption is actually way up across the board.

Most figures up 2-3X 
2014: year of institutional acceptance. 2015: we'll have to say in Jan 2016...



Users: More than 8M Wallets
Were 5M public wallets as of May 2014.  
Were 8M as of Nov 2014 (Coinbase + Blockchain + ...)

8M user wallets means ~100-1000X growth left 
Potential to ultimately to get to billions



Users: Record Transaction Volumes
All-time record transaction volumes are now being posted.

The long-term transaction volume trend is clear 
Core developer roadmap scales tx volume to many billions per day



Users: Record Transaction Volumes
All-time record transaction volumes are now being posted.

The long-term transaction volume trend is clear 
Core developer roadmap scales tx volume to many billions per day



Developers: Huge Open Source & Startup Traction
The community of Bitcoin developers & entrepreneurs is rapidly increasing.

4,391

2,307

689
400

25

G I T H U B  R E P O S

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

156

103

11
30

A N G E L L I S T  I N V E S T M E N T S

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014



Price: The Short-Term View
Why is price down now? Miners have to sell in bulk to pay 
electricity bills, artificially depressing price with large sell orders.



The FAQ 
Let's talk through some FAQs - and the most important q



Why is Bitcoin likely to be the winner?
Let's talk through some of the most frequently raised questions.

Modifiable? 
Yes. BIP process exists

Secure? 
Appears so. Protocol itself 

has not been hacked.

Scalable? 
Yes. Core devs have 

published billion tx roadmap.

Blockchain, not Bitcoin? 
Not really separable; token is 

incentive for distributed mining

Bitcoin Improvement Proposals Important: Bitcoin protocol  
itself has not been hacked.

Analogy: a bank robbery is not  a 
counterfeit dollar. Similarly, Mt. 
Gox hack did not mean a double 
spend of Bitcoins.

Like early Internet, demand is 
pushing scalability innovation.

Scaling will be nontrivial, but 
Internet pushed communications 
up to 10000/day. Bitcoin will do 
same for transactions.

There will be blockchain-based 
apps besides Bitcoin itself...

...but blockchain tokens must 
have value (like Bitcoin) to 
incentivize mining process.

A B
.01 BTC

25 BTC
-

C A
.02 BTC

Rapid pace of open-source dev

Sidechains as a staging area



Why is Bitcoin likely to be the winner?
Let's talk through some of the most frequently raised questions.

 51% attack? 
Oversold. Technical 

countermeasures available.

Fundamental value? 
Actually, yes. 1 Satoshi: write 

to a global notary public.

Legal issues? 
As of today, major govt & 

financial acceptance.

Alternatives? 
Perhaps, but Bitcoin 
adaptable like HTTP

Bitcoin fundamental value: write 
to globally distributed database.

Altcoins

Stellar/Ripple

Ethereum

Apple Pay: great but very different  
(Apple Pay:HDTV::Bitcoin:Internet)

eg: offline retail payment 
vs online micropayments



And perhaps the most frequent question... 
What about the Bitcoin price?



Understanding price begins with understanding market depth: the 
empirical balance of buy and sell orders.

For price to increase, must have more buy than sell orders 
Why would that happen besides simple speculation?

• Miner sell pressure: 
25 BTC/block x 144 
blocks/day x $250 = 
$900k/day 

• A stable price 
means buy and sell 
identically balanced 

• Price migration up/
down signals 
imbalance

Price: The Long-Term View



Price: The Long-Term View
In the long term, maintaining and increasing the Bitcoin price further 
will mean the multiyear task of building the Bitcoin economy.

To have more buy than sell orders: build, not just speculate 
There must be goods & services purchase-able only with Bitcoin

Good:  
- buy BTC above market price 
- trade BTC for valuable goods 

and services

Bad:  
- sell BTC 
- receive BTC and sell 

to pay bills

To increase the price we need closed loops. 

Estonia: 1.3M people with 
own currency (till 2011) 

A modern economy on the Kroon

Bitcoin: 5M wallets for  
this digital currency 

Q: Can we build a cloud economy?



The answer to the most frequent question... 
What about the Bitcoin price? 

...is the most important question. 
Can we build a cloud economy?



Perhaps the most important q for Bitcoin. 
What would a cloud economy look like?

Can we build the closed loops? 
Can we build a cloud economy?



Recap 
Let's summarize.
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2) The State of Bitcoin Q4 2015
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